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Everything’s possible
Together with FOR (Foundation for Oral Rehabilitation), MALO CLINIC continues, thanks to the excellence 
of the multidisciplinary teams of its various clinics across the country, to change lives and to spread 
happiness, giving a new smile to people like Olinda, who despite being young, suffered from severe dental 
problems that made her feel ashamed of her mouth, or like Anabela, who above all wanted to regain her 
oral health and her smile. Get to know their stories a little better...

Despite being only 33, Olinda Silva was suffering from the lack of confidence that her profound dental 
problems caused her. The absence of teeth led her to put on removable dentures that, however, did not 
provide her with an acceptable aesthetic function. Insecure of her smile, she claimed that part of her had 
died and she had never even been able to look in the mirror without prosthetics, because the thought of 
being toothless made her panic! Now, thanks to MALO CLINIC Porto, where she was treated, she says 
she can't stop smiling, she is eating eagerly, she taking lots of photos and she is “really happy”!

Anabela Oliveira, 44, began wearing a removable prosthesis when she was only 16 due to several 
missing teeth. The prosthesis impaired her from an aesthetic point of view and also affected her at a 
functional and phonetic level. Due to all of this, she had a very low self-esteem, she was a very shy person 
and she had communication problems. Above all, she dreamed of regaining oral health and she had the 
desire to smile, a dream that was now fulfilled by the hands of MALO CLINIC Coimbra, where she was 
treated. She is now facing life with a new spirit, she says she is very happy and she guarantees she will 
"face the world in another way."
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